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OBSTRnCT

丁his article airns tO presentin Surnmary the results Of a regionalfield suⅣ
ey vvhiCh We have been

carrying out in the Vindぃ yan ranges in Mirzapur dist百 Ct,Utar Pradesh,roughly south― east of

Varanasi since 2009.The Vindhyan range here,whiCh is a series of diSContinuous h‖
Is,Va‖ eys

and plateauS,iS drained by several rivers like the Son,Betwa,Ken and Belan and numerous

ephemerd streams and waterfa‖ sw,th JS° °btJn here,and tt bCatea roug‖ y SOuth― south‐

east of Varanasi.丁 he Vindhyas extend a‖ the Way up tO the river Son,in the east,and in the

south up to Rewa in Ⅳladhya Pradesh,and in the west up to A‖ ahabad.The Vidhyan range

evidence PrehiStoric as We‖ as HiStoric rock imagery,and haVe been knoWn to be ass6Ciated

Ⅵパth Significant archaeo10gical rnaterial at least since 1 883 vvhen A. C Carlleyle diSCOVered

some painungs and stOne tools ln the Vindhyan regiOn.After A.C.Ca‖
leシleiS WOrk,the next

maiOr Sun/ey in this reglon waS dOne by James COCkburn whO also 16Cated and descnbed

numerOus painted shelters and associated archaeologiCal rnaterial by Way of StOne toolS and

舗 ∬ 憚 H∬ 皿 [鮮 蜂

駆 VT朧 猛 LI鷺 濯 訛

げork,there appears a great hiatus in the studies

Of PrehistoriC and HiStOric rock art irnagery of thlS region.There are Only plecemeal repOrts

:l:l謂題匙∬よ:憾魁量鷺電還itrttl∫|::ポ lj器,1:::::胃覇甘:::』1鋼
2002:Varrna and Pa1 1997: MiSra 1977,2005: h/1isra and Pa1 2002:」

ayasvVa1 1983:TiWari

1990)ThiS report airns tO Synthesize the data frorn previouS WOrk and ours interpretively.
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鶯難種  l鸞
our recent surveys(2009-ongoing)tO document the rOck artimagery ofthis region.It is at this point

entirely pertinent tO Inention that the Vindhyan ranges are well drained by rivers such as the Beれ
va,

Ken,Belan,SOn,all tributaries of the lnain Gangetic system.Theヽ ″indhyan belt Owing to its elevatiOn
of abOut 2,000 ft(610m)above mean sea level has numerOus waterfalls,wyndhan,chuna Da五

,Likhaniya Dari,MuHdla Dari,Siddh Nath ki Dari,Devdari and Rttdaril also have significant rock

art clusters.The afauence of this drainage has sustained hunter_gatherer―
fOrager and agro_pastoral

habitats fOr Prehistoric settlements bOth in the highlands and in the valleys Of these tributaries.

Numerous archaeo10gical sites have been 10cated and excavated by the Departlnent

of Archaeo10gy,Allahabad university, in the valleys Of all these rivers, fOr example Damdama,

揮 郁 職 鮮 I職 棚 鮎

ぶ W鰤 蹴 淵 憮 拙
)solithic,and the Origins of farnling in lnid― Ganga

plains.owing to the rich■ Oral cOver Obtaining even now in theヽ /indhyas,this region has rich fauna
and numerous small―scale human settlements.

PrehistOric human settlementin this ecOsystenl has already been established by fOur previOus

excavations_thOse by R.K.Varlna(Bagai_Khor,MOrhana Pahar),v.D.Misra(Lekhania)and V.

」ayaswal(Mura hi11).The thrust OfOur prqect has been tO dOcument,as extensively as POssible,血
e

rock art found here since this has not been dOne satisfactOrily by pre宙
ous researchers.2

≦  量l‖胤蹴T機器
led by Patia Mining.Thus,along with dOing a lcind

recoΠllnend remedial lneasures tO the concerned
authorities to safeguard the fast decaying rockart ofthis region from a certain obliteratiOn.cOnverselL
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PREHiSTORiC ROCK ARTIMAGERY OF THE ViNDHYAS,UTTAR PRADFSH,INDIA

if conserved properly, the Vindhyas may weli give us a Worid Heritage Site other than Bhimbetka, as

the rock art here is found at approximateiy 250 locations and therefore copious archaeological data,

far greater than Bhimbetka, is found associated with the rock art of the Vindhyas'
' 

This topography covers our enrire area of field survey and all the sites iike Wyndham,

Likhaniya Dari, Chuna Dari and Morahna, which are discussed in this article' They are located

within the Vindhyan Highlands shown on this map in the south of the river Ganga' However, it must

be pointed-out, for clarity, that neither is the elevation of the range a constant at all the given sites'

nor its geomorphology. Indeed, just as real time habitats vary at all the painted sites mentioned

above, so does the petrology, soil profile and micro-ecosystemic aspects'

Thus Wyndham, an entirely sandstone area, which aPpears like a cross-like body of water on

maps has a topography and drainage which is entirery different from Morhana, which is on a plateau

where sandstones and quartzitic outcrops abound. The t'wo sites are separated by a distance of about

s0 km and thus micro-ecosystemic and geomorphologic variations are to be expected. Likhaniya and

chuna Dari occur furrher to the rigtrt oiwyndham, ar a decreased erevation of the vindhyan range,

and although these naro sites are not o.ur"d compositely, they do in fact occur dovrnstream of the

same drainage rine which resurts from a distant waterfa[ ro the source of which we have not reached'

A. Roek Art at WYndham Falls

At wyndham (hereafter \MyN), it is evident that the waterfarl extends itserf into a drainage which is

severar kilometres long and we have thus far not surveyed the entire rength of this drainage' It may

thus be said that at \MyN we are working on rock art imagery which is found near the source of the

Wyndhamwaterfall.Anexampl"ofrockaftima8eryatWyndhamisgiveninPlateTA.

B. Rock Art at LikhaniYa Dari

The next site we shall consider in this paper is the Likhaniya and chuna Dari sites' both of which

occur in sonbhadra dMsion (erswhile Mirzapur division). At Likhania (hereafter LKH, see Pl' 7B-c)'

the painted site (LKFI 1) is located at the very end of a distant waterfarl, and is easily approachable

from the Mirzapur-Robertsganj road. As the name Dari suggests' this painted site is located along

the course of a drainage iine of a mountain-fed stream known ioca*y as the Garai river. There is

one painted paner which we estimate has been painted conrinuously from prehistory to the Historic

perioa and contains upwards of fifty painted icons'

At*reverybottomofthispanel,thereappearSomecharactersintheSankhascriptalso
reported from elsewhere by cockburn (1gg3a and 1gg3b) and riwari (1990). Indeed, later than

Cockburn's and before Tiwari's, a very useful report on this site is Ghosh's (1938)' who fully

d.ocumentedLikhaniyaandChunapuri,tt,elattercalledbyhimasKohbar.Accordingtohim,the
mainpanelatLikhaniyarepresentsthecaptureofawildelephant.Hehasalsogivenusrareandnow
a]mostpriceiessillustrationsofthepaintingsofdeerandhumanshapesintheChunaDari(CHD1)
cave site, which has now been destroyed by an overlay of copious graffiti'
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C. Rock Art at Chuna Dari

Even though located in the rocky outcrops along the same Garai river, Likhaniya Dari (LKH 1) and

Chuna Dari (hereafter CHD 1 and CHD 2) are very different sites. While Likhaniya Dari is a shallow

but very densely painted shelter which may have provided a remporary hunting-foraging-fishing camp,

Chuna Dari (particularly CHD 1) is a very large and deep cave which bears less painrings than LIGI 1,

but appears, no doubt, to have been a longer-term residential camping location. As both these painted

sites occur along the same Garai river where there is significant forest growth and water even in the dry
season, we may conjecture that both these painted shelters are ecologically well-placed to have served

as significant resource patches in Prehistory. Our current survey revealed sufficient contemporary
bone-scatters at this site, which suggests that predator-prey relationships exist in this area. Owing to
the fact that LKH 1, and CHD 1 and CHD 2 arc alT located in the Garai river valley, these are no doubt
ideal spots for fishing in the post-monsoon season as well as for year-around foraging.a The Likhaniya
or Garai valley is spatially large enough to have served as an annual resource patch.

lVe have to walk upstream of LKH 1 along the left bank of the Garai river for about 1 km
to reach CHD 1 (Pl. BA-B) and then another kilomerre to reach CHD 2 (Pl. BC). This cluster of
painted sites have been known from the time of Cockburn (tg6g). The painted cave itself is, like
Likhaniya Dari, located several meters above the water-level and its cool and dark interior would
have provided a suitable location for long-term habitation. The Chuna Dari cave is full of painted
icons and thematic panels mostly in red geru and occasionally in black paint as well.

However, except for the paintings which occur on the exterior ceiling of the cave and have
therefore survived defacement, most of the red paintings peep from below several layers of copious
modern day graffiti which has nearly obliterated the art (Pl. 9A). Perhaps some chemical cleaning
of the graffiti at the Chuna Dari site may help to uncover the original paintings. At Chuna Dari,
there is also the development of a rype of calcareous deposits on rocks which sometimes obliterates
paintings which are older.s Finally, from an archaeological point of view, we have noticed that the
interior walls and the entire ceiling of the cave at Chuna Dari (CHD 1) are covered by a curious
black deposit. Is it soot from Prehistoric or Historic campfires which were lit in the cave? perhaps a
C14 dating of a small sample of this soot could help resolve this issue, and is proposed in the next
phase of our research project.

D. Rock Art at Morhana Pahar

The fourth and final location of painted sites we wish to discuss in this paper is a cluster of painted
shelters known for a long time and very minimally excavated, popularly called Morhana pahar
(hereafter, CAR named after A. C. Carlleyle). The painted sites discussed byAllchin (195g) occur on
top of a roclcy plateau on a tableland and there is but one seasonal stream nexr to it. It is conjecrured
on the basis of earlier studies of these sites, by R. K. Varma and V. D. Misra, that previously copious
stone artefact scatters existed here (P1. 9B). However, at the time of our survey, it was obvious
that much of this material has been removed successively and therefore a much depleted corpus of
archaeological material exists here today.
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At the time of writing this paper, the or:iginal excavation reports of both R. K' Varma at

Morhana pahar and Bagai-Khor and of V, D. Misra at l-ekhania are not available ro us. However, on

the basis of their pubiished research papers pertaining to these sites lve may venture to suggest that

the Morhana pahar cluster of sites also represenr long-term residential shelters and therefore the

economy represenred here ranges from upper palaeolithic to iVlesolithic hunting-foraging-gathering

marked by sedentism.

The excavated data from Misra (7977) and Jayaswal (1983) in conjunction r'vith the painted

icons and themes suggest that the Morhana Pahar cluster of painted shelters were occupied for a

period of time ,urging from palaeolithic to Early Historic or the Iron Age and thus this group of

painted ,it"s ,epr"ren"t a habitat in which there was graduar evolution of subsistence techniques

from pure hunting-gathering (collector), forager-type hunting-gathering, to agro-pastoralism'

Ethnographically too, various ethnic Sroups local to this area and practicing foraginS (Ansari 2oo7;

cockburn 1gg3b) exist in this area as do agro-pastoral groups of ethnic calling. The rock art imagery

at the Morhana pahar cluster of shelters is too great in number, indeed over hundreds of depictions

exist spread over some sixteen painted shelters, and here we shaii give just a few examples of the

ones documented by us till date (PIs' 9C, 10A-C)

in brief, at wyndham, amongst the five sites discovered by us, there are only srray finds of

Mesolithic tools like macro-scrapers and adzes and axes. The distribution of these is not in anyway

regular or uniform at all the sites. stray tool finds have been made only at \ IYN 1' In our survey

until now, no implement finds have been made from VVYN 2, \ /rN 3, \AI[N 4 and \ /\lN 5' At

Likhaniya, no tools are found today, Chuna Dari Zevidences some macro-Scrapers, but Chuna Dari

1 is devoid of any implements or even raw material like prepared cores or flakes' without a shade

ofdoubt,wehavelocatedMesolithictypeimplementsanddebitageatMorhana,whichisacluster
of about six rock shelters'

2. OUR SURUEY T2OO9 ONWARDSJ

Given the nature of the vindhyan Ranges, at the very outset of our field survey we were well

aware that rather a 10t of terrain had to be surveyed as numerous rock painting sites (nearly 250 0f

them) were arready known to exist in this countryside with almost none of their precise locations

indicated.Therefore,muchtimeinoursurveyhasbeenspentProspectinsasmuchassurveyingfor
sites. Earlier reportaSes of these paintings, their approximate location, and content, have been given

by carlleyle6 (1883: 49), Cockburn (tggea: 56-64;1BB3b: 125-726;1884: 141-743 and 1BB9:

Bg.g7),A11chin (1958), Misra (L977:2005), Jayaswal (1983: 126-133), R. Tiwari (1988, 1990)

and s. K. Tiwari (2000). It is important here to take a look at what A' C' Carlleyle found' The

forlowing tables present that data. These tabies have been extracted from a section of sieveking

(1960) entitled as: contents of three boxes of Indian stone implements found by A' c' carlleyie

Esq. (lateiy attached to the Archaeologicai survey of India) principally in various caves and rock-

shelters in the Vidhyan Hills, Bagheikh-und, Central Provinces of India' In some cases, the names o{

localities used by Carlleyle (Likhaneya Pahar, Baghe-Khor' Morhana Pahar' Mirzapur' Barkacha and
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Banda) though far separated from each other are still known by the same name today. It is difficult,
however, to ascertain the same fact with other localities mentioned below (Garhwa pahari, Gharido
Pahari, Baghma Pahar, South of Kalinjar, etc.).

R. Tiwari (1990) and S. K. Tiwari (2000) have given lists and some imprecise locarions of the
already knovrn rock painting sites of Mirzapur, and there is an agreement here that the total number
of such sites which are known to us today number between 240-250 sites. Therefore, we had to
develop a sample size which could be documented in a naro year srudy proposing to also analyzethese.

5. No Locality lmplement Number

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

Gharwa Pahari
Gharwa Pahari
Gharwa Pahari
Gharwa Pahari
Gharwa Pahari
Gharwa Pahari
Gharwa Pahari

Crescent-shaped im plement
Crescent-sha ped implement
Long implement curved on end
Borers
Smallfine knives
Flake fragments
Flake fragments

４

２

９

４

１

２

２

Total Artefacts
64

TABLE l Gたαnνα Pα hari

5. No Locality lmplement Number
１

２

３

Likhaneya Pahar
Likhaneya Pahar
Likhaneya Pahar

Crescent-sha ped implement
Flake fragment
Flake fragments

4
19

34

Totai Artefacts
57

Ta.Br,s 2 Likhaneya pahar

S. No Locality lmplement Number

１

２

３

Baghe Khor
Baghe Khor
Baghe Khor

Triangular
Long implement curved on end
Flake fragment

４

５

３

TOtal Artefacts
12
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PREHISTORIC ROCKART IMAGERY OF THE VINDHYAS, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Tanrp 4 Gharido Pahari (modern name andlocation not known)

TaeLE 5 Bharkachcha or Barkacha (in the general area of Wlmdhom,

however, whether from Wyndham Falls is not known)

S. No Locality lmplement Number

１
１

う
乙

つ
υ

Gharido Pahari
Gharido Pahari
Gharido Pahari

Quadrangular
Triangular
Triangular

つ
０
　
こ
０
　
つ
′

Total Artefacts 16

S. No Locality lmplement

１

２

３

４

５

Bharkachcha

eharkachcha

Crescent-sha ped implement
Rubbed geru (iron ore)
lron ore fabricator(?)
lron ore fabricator(?)
Large single edged knife

５

２

１

１

２

Total Artefacts

S. No LocalitY lmplement

２

１

　

２

１

３

　

２５

１

２

　

　

３

４

５

Fields near Banda
Baghma Pahar
(possibly MirzaPur)
Naro(?)
Baghmara Pahar
Banda (Banda district
or Bundelkhand)
South of
Kalinjar, Banda
South of
Kalinajar, Banda

Crescent-shaped imPlements
Crescent-shaped imPlements

Long, narrow imPlements
Long, narrow implements (used)

Arrow points

Coarse flake fragments

Coarse flake fragments

59Total Artefacts

Tesr-E 6 Miscellaneous locations in Nlirzapur and Bando
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S. No Locality lmplement Number

1

2

3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
24.
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar (l)
Morhana Pahar (s)

Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar
Morhana Pahar

Crescent-shaped implements
Crescent-shaped i mplements
Quadrangular
Triangular
Triangular
Long implement curved on end
Long implement curved on end
Long, narrow knives(?)
Long, narrow knives(?)
Borers
Borers
Borers
Crimped back scrapers
Spokeshaves (hollowed by use)
Spokeshaves (hollowed by use)
Section of cores
Small knives(?)
Small cutting implements
Small cutting implements
Long, narrow knives
Arrow points
Spokeshaves
Spokeshaves
Spokeshaves
Spokeshaves
Spokeshaves
Coarse flakes
Spokeshaves
Flakes small and unused
Spokeshaves
Flakes coarse

2

6

3

10

14
10

12

7

2

13

8
22

9
7

15

9
4

23
6
9.

12

2

4
9
4

29
16

6
31

10

20

Total Artefacts 334

Terls 7 Morhana Pahar (Tables of archaeological finds compiled from the A. c.
carlleyle collection at the British Museum. source: sieveking 1960: 97-100)

■

■

■

■

■
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Teeln B List of rock shelter painting sites known in 2010

(Source: R. Tiwari 1990 andTiwari 2000)

S. No Existing Nomenclature of
known Rock Shelter GrouPs

Total Number of
Shelters in the GrouP

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

Bhuili-Chunar group
Sukrit group
Rajgarh group
Kaimur group
Vijaygarh-Khorwa grou P
Khoraila group
Bhainsor

12

13

23
62
91

11

28

Total 240

S. No LocalitY Motorable Name of
Shelter Group

Number Number
of Shelters of Shelters

1.

2.

3.
4.

Bhuili-Chunar group
Sukrit group

Rajgarh group
Kaimur group

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M
M
M
M

M

Sherwan
Likhania
Bhaldariya
Sidh Nath ki Dari
Kanda Kot
Jharia
Sooga Pankh
Duara/Likhaniya
Mukka-Dari
Dhandhrol-Bandha
Vijayaga rh/ Maan-lVloon
Magardaha
Kauwa-Kol
Lekhania
Sonbarsa
Chunar-Pabhosa

2

3

4
1

7

8
5

2

2

5

3

3

6

5

24

Vijaygarh-Khorwa
group

Bhainsor
Other

17

5
6.
t.

Total 56

Tasle 9 List of sites short-listedfor our project survey
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B.AIlchin:1958 Morhana Pahar

A.C,Ca‖ leyle

1883

J.Cockburn 1883′

1884′ 1888′ 1889

R.K.Varma
1964

V.D.Misra
1977

V.」 ayaswal

et al.1983

R.Tiwar:

1990

Ghormangar,
Chunar,
Mirzapur,

Mirzapur,
Kaimur

Bagahi-Khor,
Morhana

Lekhania,
Bhainsor

Leheria-Dih, Mura
Hill, Sinhaur,
Gurjia (Mirzapur)

Matahwa,
Bhaldaria, Kauva-
Khoh, Kanach
Tar, Mukha
Dari, Lakhma,
Panchmukhi,
Sooga Pankh,
Hathvani.

No paper published
despite notice in 1883
Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal

Observations
(sketches and
descriptions) of
existing rock art
and lithic material
in Mirzapur,
Banda and Kaimur
published as papers
in the Journal of the
Asiatic Society of
Bengal; experinient
with pigments

Photographs,
discussion on lithic
material

Ph.D. dissertation

Excavation

Ph.D. dissertation of
Gayatri Chaturvedi
on microwear
analysis of lunates

Survey and
documentation

A collection of Stone
Tools from locations
(see Table 6) in
Mirzapur sent to the
British Museum

Some rough sketches,
description of
paintings and stone
tool finds, extensive
description of
geomorphic processes
obtaining in Mirzapur

Analysis of the
significance of
paintings and
archaeological
material

Excavation and
analysis

Excavation and
analysis

Excavation, analysis
of lithic material and
sediments, short
description of paintings

Emission
Spectrographic
Analysis and X-Ray
Diffraction Study of
pigments potentially
used for painting, for
example haemetite,
Field survey report,
description of some
paintings, classification
of paintings by main
motifs, some pictures
of paintings

4

5. No Name of
Explorer

Place/location of
Painted Shelter(s)

Methods of
study

Analytical
procedures adopted
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S. No Name of
Explorer

Place/location of
Painted Shelter(s)

Methods of
study

Analytical
procedures adopted

A. Pratap et al.
2009-2411

Wyndham,
Likhaniya Dari,
Chuna Dari,
Siddhanath ki
Dari, Devdari,
Naugarh,
Morhana,
Lekhania,
Mukkha Dari

Survey and
documentation

Visual documentation
(still photos, tracings,
video recordings) of
each painted shelter,
Uranium-Thorium
Disequilibrium Series

dating method
applied to CaCo3

samples from Chuna
Dari, Wydham and
Lekhania, possibility
of AMS as well as

Standard Radiocarbon
Dating being explored,
various statistical
tests on frequency of
painted icons etc. for
analyzing meaning
of icons depicted,
possibility of limited
excavations being
explored

PREHISTORIC ROCK ART IMAGERY OF THE VINDHYAS, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

TesLE 10 Previous and current reseorch

Thus a survey-design with a regional approach using maps where relevant was adopted but

with specific goals which could be accomplished in a h^/o-year study such as ours (Tables 8, 9 and 10).

In this survey-design we kept'documentation' and'analysis' as our primary goals, as from our

survey of the literature cited above, we developed an estimate that no proper multimedia recording

of the rock art corpus of this region had previously been made which would be indispensable from

the perspective of its conservation as well as for a proper analysis. If it had been done, the total

corpus would not have seen the light of day as these publications reproduce just a few of the original

paintings which lead us to no particular conclusion regarding their significance, not least regarding

the great wealth of superimposed paintings which were discovered during our survey here, and

which possibly, lend themselves for cognitive (Bradley 7994; Renfrew and Bahn 2000; Renfrew and

Zubrow 1gg4) or metacognitive Cvejby 2009) and quantitative interpretation (Hodder and Orton

7976; Renfrew and Cooke L979).

We have also not ignored connected ecological perspectives (Mithen 1996; Jochim 1983),

and an extensive series of works by Indian scholars (Singh 1985; Ghosh 1932; Bhattacharya 1972;

Ahmed 1984; Misra 1977,2005; Misra and Pal 2002; Mathpal 7995; Jayaswal 1983; Foote 1979;

Dubey 1988; Sharma and Misra 1980; Misra and Pal 2OA2; Pandey 2005; Pal 2OO7; Neumayer

1983, 7993; Smith 1906; Tiwari 1988; Varma 7964, 1965,1986, 7996,20O2; Wakankar 19BB;

l fl
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Tyagi 19BB; Chaturvedi 7991-92). We have also read numerous other related works which havc

informed rhis research posirively (Renfrew 2000; Bandi et al. 1961; Allchin 1958: Coles 1973,

1995;Hodder 7999; Gourhan 1968; Camuri, Fosatti and Mathpal 1993; Ucko and Itosenfeld 1967

N{aringer 7960; Powell 7966; Sieveking 1960;Vejby 2009).

A pilot survey was already done, and published by us, as early as October 2008, before this

research project came inro formal being.T In this publication, during this pilot surv-ey, the Wyndham

Falls sires, in Mirzapur, had revealed that indeed the Prehistoric imagery of this region was faced

with a certain threat of obliteration. During the 2008 pilot survey, at Wyndham falls, we noticed

that copious modern graffiti exist over the paintings themselves (particularly at wYN 3 which lies

within the area of the Barkacha reserved forest which is accessible to tourists).

Some of the paintings seemed to have faded due to natural elements like wind and water, and,

indeed some were covered by moss, lichen and a blackish organic patina, all of which are ultimately

inimical to the survival of rock art. Illegal rourism was also identified as a major source of threat to

these paintings. The other culprit raras Patia Mining. The sandstone here occurs in beds, and is mined

by local contractors to make sandsrone slabs which are in demand in urban areas iike Mirzapur and

Varanasi as roofing-material. At Wyndham falls, we recorded one previously painted shelter which

had been completely gutted and the rock-faces with Prehistoric paintings had already been chiselled

and carried away. It is thus that we decided to engage in 'salvage archaeology' of sorts, by trying to

document as thoroughly as possible as many sites as we could cover in the durauon of two years.

However, in our studies from 2009 onwards,,"ve have been able to observe post-depositional

processes on Prehistoric imagery at various sites. At Chuna Dari, where a pre-monsoon and a post-

monsocn field survey was carried out in 2010, we found enormous amount of fungus, moss, lichen,

in the wet season, and even dripping and trickle of water over painted surfaces inside the cave,

which no doubt affect the preservation of paintings (see exampies in plates of Chuna Dari site given

here). Similarly, at Chuna Dari, considerable termite veins, wasp nests, and nests of mud made by a

rype of a locai bird, were found on top of paintings which also no doubt cause considerable damage

to the subject of our studY.

Where fieldwork, data recording and analysis is coucerned, till date, we have covered about

five sites of open-air, shallow, shelters at Wyndham; fourteen at Morhana Pahar, some of which

are indeed multi-chambered shelters, some painted boulders, some Megalithic burials, and the

remaining shallow, cavernous habitation shelters. This includes one shelter at Lekhania-Morhana

(which consists of five habitabie chambers), one at Likhaniya Dari (Sonbhadra) and one painted

cave and one open air, shallow, shelter at Chuna Dari (also Sonbhadra). However, we have also

extensively field-walked Devdari waterfalls (Chandraprabha Wildlife Sancruary), and Siddhnath ki

Dari waterfalls (also in Chandauli district), where, despite strenuous exerrions, we were not able to

locate prehistoric art of any kind although ruins of medieval forts, memorial stones and numerous

country shrines of some antiquity devoted to local folk gods and goddesses have come to our notice.

Our latest site recorded in three painted shelters at Mukkha Dari, Ghorawal, Sonbhadra.

The idea behind surveying at or near the many waterfalls that occur at various locations

in the Vindhyan ranges in Mirzapur, Sonbhadra, Chandauli (and Kaimur which we shall take up

for survey in due course) is that it is elementary in archaeological settlement pattern studies that
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Prehistoric sertlement or at least important subsistence activity like pastoralism, hunting-fishing-

gathering or even elementary farming ought to take place near sources of water. In the case of the

Vindhyas, near Varanasi, this hypothesis has already been affirmed by the few findings of painting

sites which we have located until now (Tables B and 9). Indeed Carlleyle and Cockburn alike

reported the occurrence of stone tools such as axes and adzes, as well as 'pygmy flints' or microliths

from the painted shelters of Mirzapur.s

Vidula Jayaswal, of the Banaras Hindu Universiry, who has excavated Leheria-Dih, on the

Mura escarpment, which also houses the Bagahi-Iftor (known previously as Bagai-Khor, where

according ro our field sources Bagai or Bagahi refers to the tiger in local Baghelkhandi) where

three painted shelters occur, near Drummondganj on the Mirzapur-Rewa road, has also reported

the occurrence of microliths in thin soil-deposits near painted shelters at Mura Hill, Leheria-Dih.

We have nor rhus far been able to study Leheria-dih. A short distance of Bagahi-Khor, which we

}eft unstudied and unrecorded on this visit, is the cluster of painted outcroPs some ten or twenty

in number which since the time of Carlleyle is known as 'Morhana Pahar' whereas in contemporary

Baghelkhandi it is pronounced more as 'Morah-Na-Pahar'.

An interesting juncture is Bridget Allchin's (1958) study of the Carllgyle shelters at Morahna

pahar as her reportage of the iandscape, soil profile, occurrence of differently pigmented hematite

and hematite drawings leave a good storehouse of information for workers like us. In this article,

based on primary field-survey in 1958-9, she has assiduously described the prevailing locational

attributes, surrounding countryside, a description of the shelters, but more importantly the paintings

themselves, of which apart from a few, there is now no trace. Happily, however, as she noticed in this

study and as we found in our survey, even today amongst these shelters at Morhana Pahar unfinished

tool specimens on cryptocrystalline silica still occur in some profusion. A second series of studies here

worth mentioning are by Varma (7964, 1965, 1986, 7996).

As we surveyed the Morhana cluster we found a sondage-pit.e Along with it, there are at least

four megalithic ring-stone burials, near rock-sheiters CAR 7, CAR B and CAR 9 (our classification)

with no evidence of having been excavated. However Misra and Pal (2002) have presented a

number of studies pertaining to Mesolithic skeletal remains from Lekhania painted shelter and

it is likely that all those buriais indicate high sedentism. It is therefore ceftain that the Vindhyan

range evidences rock art sites which were locations for both subsistence and, in some measure 'art

activiqf,lo in Prehistoric times.

3. DISCUSSING THE ROCK 6RT

\,Vhile discussing the nature of the rock art discoveries of previous scholars, already cited, who have

tried to analyzethe significance of the rock art of the Vindhyan range archaeologically as well as art-

historically, which is to say that their attempt has been to comment upon the motives and meanings

of these paintings, we find a variety of meanings ascribed to these paintings. Thus, while A.C.

Carlleyle reported the finding of Stone Age implements like axes and microliths from cave painting

sites, he ascribed these to 'Prehistoric Aborigenes'. James Cockburn speculated how and by using
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r,vhich pigments and additives could such paintings have been executed. A-llchin (1958), for reasons

best lanown to her, chose what evidently are the most recent of paintings and left aside the ones rhar
may truly correspond rnith the age of the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic found here and may rhus be

labelled Prehistoric. Nor has the issue of the proper interpretation of the vast corpus of paintings at
Morhana been addressed until now.

Thus, the idea that these paintings were of considerable antiquiry had already emerged in the
colonial era. Postcolonial workers such as B. Allchin, V. D. Misra, V. Jayaswal, P. C. Pant, J. N. Pal,

G. R. Sharma and R. Tiwari (see bibliography) have all cast very valuable light on the nature and
antiquity of these paintings. V. D. Misra, J. N. Pal and G. R. Sharma have excavated very significant
sites in the Vindhyan foothills. Their excavations have yielded largely Mesolithic material complete
with burials; animal bones and other datable material (see section on chronology). One finding of
these scholars, which is very significant, kom our point of view, is that they have all suggested that
the source of the raw material for the manufacture of stone tools found at their sites (Damdama,

Mahagara, Chopani Mando) in the valleys of the Son, Chopan and Belan rivers, or in the Ganga

basin, is the Vindhyan foothills region itself. No other source for cryptocrystalline silica, other than rhe

sandstone and quartzite beds of the Vindhyas, is available for the Mesolithic habitations of this area.

4. CHRONOTOGy

It is thus that today we may hypothesize that in the earliest of settlements in the lowlands of the
Vindhyas, such as at Mirzapur, the development of farming in these same belts, is all alike preceded

by earlier sedentary hunting-gathering settlements, possibly from late Pleistocene to early Holocene,
in the Vindhyas itself. The rock imagery of this region is the best testimony to this. It is thus that
Misra (2005) while discussing the artefact finds at Mesolithic Mahadaha, where tools made on
animal bones occur in great profusion, suggests, 'Bone tools are seldom found in the Mesolithic of
Vindhyas as appropriate stone raw material was available for tools. Conversely bone tools are found
in the Mesolithic sites of mid-Ganga valley because stone is rarely available' (Misra 2005: 41).

It is this fact which makes the study of the rock imagery of the Vindhyas even more
important. It is our tentative view, at this juncture, that the driving force behind the culturai
and technological rise of Neolithic and later cultures in the adjacent Gangetic plains were the
technological developments made in the preceding hunting-gathering-foraging cultures marked by
sedentary rype foraging in the Vindhyan ranges. However, this is a question, the ansr,ver to which,
among other things, lies in obtaining a precise date of the several rock art sites of the region, and
developing a chronologically ordered sequence into which we may classify the sampled sites of the
region. It would be useful to add that by precise dating we are referring to the precise dates obtained
by Standard Radiocarbon or Accelerator Mass Spectrometry or indeed the Uranium-Thorium Dating
or the Uranium Disequillibrium Series Dating (which is done on the basis of calcareous deposits that
often cover painted surfaces).

As a matter of fact, relative dates are already available for us for this region which define
the approximate sequence in which various Prehistoric sites of this area are arranged through the
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excavations conducted mainly by the Universiry of Allahabad at sites like Damdama, Sarai Nahar
Rai, Mahadaha, iVlahagara, Chopani Mando, Morhana Pahar and Bagahi-I(hor. Here, carbonized
bones of animals and other organic materials have ytelded some radiometric dates:

Three sites - Sarai Nahar Rai, Mahdaha and Warikalan-Damdama, all in the district r:f Pratapgarh
(Uttar Pradesh) have been excavated by the department of Ancient Indian History Culture and

Archaeology, Universiry of Allahabad. Excavations furnished valuable information about the
settlement pattern, burial practices, fauna, flora, bone objects, lithic technology of the iVlesolithic

culture. A few radiometric dates obtained from these sites suggest a chronology from 8000 BC

to about 4000 BC (Misra 2005: 39-43).

Correspondingly, according to Misra (2005: 39), the radiocarbon dates from Sarai Nahar
Rai are B3O5 + /- 110 BC. Damdama, another Mesolithic site, has yielded the dates 6975 + /- 65 BC

and 6690 +/- 65 BC (Misra 2005: 41). These dates obtained from Mesolithic levels at the Vindhyan
and Ganga valley sites are in consonance with those from Pratapgarh district. Painted rock art sites

such as the Vindhyan site in Lekhania (near Bhainsor) has given rwo dates- 6420 +/- 75 BC and
6050 +/- 75 (Lukacs et al. 7997).

An age bracket of 8000 BC to 4000 BC has been suggested for the Mesolithic habitation in this
area. However, as Carlleyle also noticed Neolithic tools (Sieveking 1960), and as we have ourselves
recorded megalithic burials at Morhana Pahar (Pl. 24), it should be amply clear that the human
habitation in the Vindhyan highlands area does not either start or terminate with the Mesolithic but
continues through to the Neolithic and Megalithic.ll This places the spread of Prehistoric settlements

from the Vindhyas into the adjacent lowlands well into terminal Pleistocene when indeed it is

hypothesized that human movements from Vindhyan ranges to Mid-Ganga valiey took place. This
hypothesis is posited on the fact that at all the Son, Belan and Mid-Gangetic river valley sites there
is evidence of the use of cryptocrystalline silica material (like chert, flint and chalcedony) for tool-
making that are Vindhyan in origin. There is no source for these in the valley area of the Ganga.

According to Sinha (2007) even at Chirand, a site in north Bihar plains, it is apuzzle where the raw
material for tool-making was obtained from, unless from long distance through trade and exchange.

5. SUBSISTENCE PATTERNS: SOME HYPOTHESES

As for the subsistence pattern at these Ganga valley sites during the Mesolithic, Misra suggests

further (2005: 41):

The excavation yielded animal bones in an appreciable number. The animal species, identified
tentatively, include cattle, bison, pig, stag, deer, rhinoceros, elephantetc. (Thomasetal.7996).
Bones of aquatic creatures like fish and turtle, and birds have also been represented in the
assemblages. All animal bones pertain to wild variety. As 90 per cent of the animal bones are

charred or semi-charred, their use in diet is evident. The faunal material not only suggests

the abundance of wild animals in the mid-Ganga valley during the Mesolithic ages but also
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furnishes information about the contemporary climatic condition. The presence of elephants and

rhinoceros suggests that the climate was wetter than it is today.

5' DtscussloN 
re Prehistori. ro.tThus, it is through all these researches that we have a broad picture both of tl

imagery of the Vindhyas and Uttar Pradesh. Through excavations as well as sedimentological

studies, we also have an idea of the environment, technology and subsistence behaviour in the late

Pleistocene and early Holocene period pertaining to hominids' habitations in the highlands of the

Vindhyas as well as lowlands immediately neighbouring them. By no means may we say that the

possibiliry of further survey, excavation and research is exhausted and newer evidence which may

change our current understanding of Prehistoric behaviour in this region may possibly come to light.

However, what then are the further questions that our study has tried to address?

1. Although we have over 250 shelters in all (see R. Tiwari 1990 and S. K. Tiwari 2000), however,

less than 30 (which is about 74o/o only), have been studied till date. This raises doubts whether one

cohesive and uniform Prehistoric culrure extended over the entire Vindhyan area under question or

as we shall argue in another publication whether some amount of regional diversity in Prehistoric

culture attends this area. It is important to ask this question as across the board all archaeologists

working in this area have accepted the model of a uniform'Mesolithic Culture' in the uplands.

2. Archaeologists across the board tend to generalize regarding the entire Vindhyan highland belt

very widely from the very small locus of a single painted site, or a limited number of excavations, and

extrapolate their conclusions pertaining to entire Prehistoric subsistence and cultural behaviours of

some 250 painted shelters which no doubt is a very large geographic area.

3. If as we have suggested that less than 30 of a total of 250 sites may have been studied then that

is as yet a very miniscule sample for area specific generalizations to be made regarding Prehistoric

cultures of the area.

4. Then again, if only three excavations (Varma 7964; Misra 7977; and Jayaswal 1983) have been

made in the macro-Vindhyan region and when this is a very fragile basis from which to generalize

about Prehistoric behaviours of all kinds and in all areas of the Vindhyas, then it is illogical to
imagine that further excavations are in order.

?. INTERPRETATION

Contemporary archaeological theory holds that the encounter between an archaeologist and her/his

data is first and last an interpretative encounter. Thus it is held that there is no such simple (neutral,

free from subjectivity, ordinary, routine etc.) moment like classification, packeting, surveying,

recording etc. (Hodder 1999).Interpretative theory (Preucel and Hodder 1996; Hodder 1999) holds

that each of these activities previously understood as innocuous activities which archaeologists
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engage in as 'routine' activiry already assume a prior pattern or significance in the data which is
tantamount to a priori sensing of deductions to be arrived at or conclusions in the making.

At the very outset of our research, therefore, we have perceived that the work carried out

is thus far in this sense 'routine' - location of site, excavation - and interpretation of paintings in a
very stmctLtral-functionalist manner.l2 To say the least, such a deductive approach makes rock art

an encyclopaedia of animal protein sources, and thus seeks to undermine other rypes of historical

inferences which we may glean from them if we treat rock art as a text, independent of its archaeology.

This approach is most favoured in India by those who deploy a sort of iconographic stratigraphy

of images to resolve these into chronological strata using continuiry and discontinuity in style as

an index. Wakankar (1988) was the master of this approach and in the case of Mirzapur we see

Tiwari (2000) also adopting such an approach. Independently, S. Chandramouli, Sadasiba Pradhan

and Yashodhar Mathpai (see references) have also espoused this approach so that stratifying rock

imagery into successive periods on the basis of 'sryles'has become the main pastime of Indian rock art

workers. In the case where excavations have been conducted at rock paintings sites like Bhimbetka

and Morhana Pahar the excavators have conducted their excavations very well. However, they have

left it for others to give an explanation of the Prehistoric and later rock art idnagery.

The question of whether habitation atVindhyan painted sites was only during the Palaeolithic,

Mesolithic, Neolithic, and Chalcolithic ages, or whether they belong to all or only some of the successive

chronological periods remains outstanding. It is no doubt indicated by such things as Neolithic ground

and polished tools (mentioned among others by A.C. Carlleyle and John Cockburn) and megalithic

burials. The painted images also certainly point to later periods of habitation.

Briefly, a study of rock art imagery, independent of its archaeology, allows us to read its
directly encoded messages and we believe that this method allows us to think about the messages and

meanings of Prehistoric painters - whether they were hunter-fisher-gatherer, nomads or Neolithic
agriculturists or all three at the same time or in turns. A second non-functionaiist view of rock art,

which assumes them to be hunting-magic or mythic stories or religious or spiritual messages, also

thinks the site of rock art as one that gives us access to cognitive aspects of these painters.

Bradley (7994) and Renfrew and Morley (2007) have separately discussed rock art in its
cognitive aspect as existing at an interdisciplinary juncture. Renfrew and Moriey (2007) regard the

rock art corpus of Franco-Cantabrian region in Europe as a rich resource for tracing the evolution

of the cognitive'abilities from Neanderthals to Homo-sapiens and tend to think that rock art served

many purposes in this process, not least as an external memory store to which human groups could

refer again and again, but that for the archaeologist it also acts as a resource of letting us know the

steps in the evolution of cognitive abilities from Upper Palaeolithic hominids up to the sapien stage.

Earlier Prehistoric imagery may be understood as part of landscape archaeology and here there is
a confluence or agreement between proponents of this school of thought and those such as Jochim
(1983) and Mithen (1996) who have adopted an ecological approach to finding the meaning or
function of rock art in Prehistoric contexts.

The landscape approach to rock art (Bradley 7994) sees rock paintings as a means to

appropriate landscape in a pre-modern context differently by hunting-foraging-gathering groups
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and subsistence farmers, in as much as the marking of territory, such as through rock paintings, may

be the only means of marking territorial boundaries. Thus:

Hunrer Gatherers appropriate the landscape by holding objects or features that marginaliy

contain it, agriculturists appropriate land by disconnecting it from those features so that it may

be harnessed in the construction of an artificial, substitute environment (Ingoid 1986: 154).

In a related, but third approach, such cases, where we have superimposed rock-paintings, it

is argued, surely a sense of history or time - a sense of the past, a present, and future, ought to have

prevailed. This has recently been termed as meta-cognition (Vejby, see bibliography) by archaeologists

srudying superimposed rock art. In the examples of Mirzapur rock-paintings given in this article as

there is a profusion of superimposed paintings, which therefore also suggest the metacognitive aspects

of the painters of these images. We may venture at a later date to work out precise parameters to

making a cognitive based modei of evolution from the Upper Palaeolithic to the Megalithic periods'

8. CONCTUSION

To conclude, our project has endeavoured to document and analyze about thirty painted rock

shelters of the Vindhyan region which we have covered during our survey. The task of recording the

rock-paintings existing there took the better part of two years of our project and fourteen field trips

in all. The further work of documentation and analysis is still in progress.
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Endnotes
1. Till date we have surveyed the Devdari waterfall as Prehistoric imagery was reported or alleged here.

However, very strenuous surveys at this waterfall site revealed that, in fact, at the very bottom of the
Devdari gorge there are several as yet undeciphered inscriptions in Gupta BrdhmT (c. eighth century AD).

These were documented. Again, the site of Siddh Nath ki Dari was field-walked very extensively but we

could not uncover any paintings or painted sites although previous workers such as Tiwari (2000) have

reported the existence of rock paintings here. This site has an old rock-cut devotional shrine and the bare
rudiments of a very ruineci fort wall. Some of the villages around here have Historical period memorial

stones which are used as cult objects.

2. There is much literature available on Digital Media Recording of rock art as it is the best means of
preserving it. See, for example, 'The Recording Manual of the American RockArt Research Association',
which is a very useful guide for fieldworkers seeking to document rock art. lt states very clearly that rock art

is a threatened and finite resource the world over - it may not be expected to last for ever unless protected

properly. See their website at: http://www.arara.org.

3. The ARARA mentions that documenting rock paintings digitally is the best means of rescuing this data.

4. See Rowly-Conwy and Layton (2011) for an interesting discussion about niche construction by foragers
and farmers. Earlier, Panter-Brick, Layton and Rowly-Conwy (2001)have given us the idea of variability
among hunter-gatherers where the foragers move from resource patch to resource patch and store food

and evidence sedentism, though the collectors are neither sedentary nor store food. There is a significant
difference in patterns of mobility among the foragers and the collectors. Thus, if rock art occurs in the
Vindhyas during the Upper Palaeolithic and Mesolithic times, then it is reasonable to think that the area

evidenced hunting bands of the foraging type.

5. This sort of weathering phenomena is peculiar to the Mirzapur region and was noted by John Cockburn
(1888).

6. See Tables 1 to 7 (compiled from Sieveking 1960: 140) giving A. C. Carlleyle's locations of painted shelters
in the Mirzapur region and associated archaeological finds. The tools are Mesolithic and Neolithic and, in
the case of iron-ore-fabricator' tables, Megaiithic. However, the predominance of geometric microliths
and flake tools leads to a puzzle if settlement at these sites extended to Neolithic times. The geometric

microliths given in this collection (Sieveking) at first sight correspond very well with the geometric microliths
found during our earlier Rajmahal Survey which we have classified as Neolithic. To be sure even in the
Rajmahal hills context (see Pratap 2000) there is a co-occurrence of large and small flake tools as well

as microliths. Thus this issue of a chronology remains to be resolved. A. C. Carlleyle himself, in the article

cited above (on pages 98 and 99) thought many of the ground and polished axes and adzes and other
heavy-duty tools, Spokeshaves (sic), of the Vindhyas to be Neolithic.

7. See http://antiquity.ac.uk/antiquityNew/projgall/pratap321. See brief report published in the project
gallery section of the international peer-reviewed journal Antiquity.

B. See Tables 2loT , which have been culled from Sieveking (1960: 9B-100). The geometric and other tools
illustrated in Sieveking, but probably ascribable to their makerA.C. Carlleyle, speak volumes both for the
work done by Carlleyle as for the fact that such finished geometric tools, which are almost impossible to
find today near the same shelters as those that Carlleyle studied at the turn of the nineteenth century, were

in fact seen by Carlleyle as ascribable to the very same people who produced this corpus of paintings in

Mirzapur. The list given in Sieveking has in the article been broken up site-wise and the tools types and

their frequencies as noted by Carlleyle have been recorded. We have done this both to clarify for purposes

of our future survey as to which areas are interesting enough to be surveyed and to record once again

that the rock paintings of Mirzapur were/are associated with archaeological material of Prehistoric origin.

The term 'Pygmy Flints' to connote the Mirzapur microliths occurring at or near painted sites was coined

by Smith (1906: 185-195).
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9 0urfield guide,Shyam」 anam Dubey,an M.Ph‖ .student ofA.P University,Revva,described this as the

trench taken by archaeolo9istS from A‖ ahabad University.Looking at a later publication by Misra and Pal

(2002)there iS nO doubtthatthls is the trialtrench or sondage taken by R K Varma

10 See Margaret1/V.Conkey's cont‖bulonin Renfrew and Morely(2007)for a View on why Prehistonc`art'

should not be regarded as art.in her opinion,vvith which we partly agree,it ls better terrTled as imagery

However,some statistical points emerging from our frequency counts of various icons used in the rock art

ofヽlirzapur suggestthatthere is yet some need to ca‖ this`art'.Thisis so because ofthe presence of many

so―ca‖ed `abstract images'which we have argued are child―drawn images, and which are indeed very

aesthetic and explicitly｀ decorative designs';and because ofthe instances of depictions offaunal species

thatdo notseem to have been hunted ata‖ ―panther]‖ gef etc vヽe wOuld include into this category artistic

representations of some domesticated species as we‖ ,since some of possibly―hunted species like stag

are represented(in grOups or droves,thatis).Fina‖ y,hand‐ stenc‖ s,which are possibly cornmemorative in

nature,do lend themselves to the notion that rock artis also art of a sort.

11.B,P.Sinha(2007)recordS that the Neolithic sne chirand,in the north Ganga basin,hasソ ielded the

date 2200 BC.The rock imagery at Morhana,such as a ye‖ ow painting of an elephant,and a schematic

red painting of humans and black buck deer at Likhaniya Dari(LK卜 1 1)suggest that habitation at these

shelters started in the Upper Palaeolithic age VVe may hypothesize that as many open― air shelters as

obtain in the Mirzapur region these rnay be Upper Palaeolithic or Epipalaeolithic,and thatthe others date

to later periods.

12. How else are we to explain that the Neolithic tools, recorded by Carlleyle and occurring at Morhana

Pahar, have been overlooked successively for the past hundred years both by lndian and non-lndian

archaeologists?
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